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Outline

– Cases that the human > computer
Application: Human computation

– Cases that the computer > human
Application: Text classification



Round 1

Human kicks computer’s ass



The information is reliable only if there is no SPAM!

The best computer science in Germany is at…
(Please click one)



“CAPTCHA”



A program that can generate and
grade tests that:

 Most humans can pass

 Current computer programs cannot pass

CAPTCHA

Prof. Luis von Ahn
from CMU



“Help! I’ve been waiting for 20 minutes, and nothing happens.”





Roughly 200 million CAPTCHAs are typed every day 

10s of human time per CAPTCHA

That is: 500,000 hours every day!

Can we use this human 
effort for good?



Digitizing Books

Scan

DE xi Ii ARIi.. 
COPBCtrAGE\, DeC. I l 1 QOn. 

Tlie royal palace at Frieclericheberg took fire last 
night. The li.ing himself directed the operations 
fns extinguishing the lire. The whole structure 
,, ed.

OCR optical character recognition



scaned book

word that OCR can´t read

randomly distorted 
image of word









Years 1851-1980 is completed in 11 months. 

400,000,000
(6% of the world’s population)



– The concept of human-computation

– CAPTCHA fights with internet spam

– reCAPTCHA fights with spam & helps digitizing books

Lesson learned from Round 1

Think differently!!



Round 2

Computer kicks human’s ass



You might think

Wrong! 

If we have enough brains, 
we can solve all problems!



Human perception is fuzzy. 

Human intuition is (more than often) wrong.

Human reasoning is not robust against illusion. 
You like watching magic, don’t you?

It is not all about capacity. 



Examples



– By nature, human cannot cope with certain complexity. 

– We need computers, not only for our dirty work!

Lesson learned from Round 2

We now talk about one “intelligent” work done 
by the computer (with machine learning): 

text classification





try it at http://search.twitter.com/advanced



Other examples

Classify email as Spam, Not Spam.

Classify email to tech staff as Mac, Windows, Hardware, ……

Classify movie reviews as Favorable, Unfavorable, Neutral.

Classify technical papers as Interesting, Uninteresting.

Classify jokes as Funny, Not Funny.

Can you come up with any other
possible application?



Formally…

Training (or learning):
Input: a set of m labeled documents (x1,y1),....,(xm,ym)
Output: a learned classifier f: x  y

Testing (or predicting): 
Input: a document x
Output: a class y from some fixed set of labels y1,...,yK



f( )=y
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Question: 
What is the best representation for the document?

?

simplest useful



Stemming

Group the words with the 
same logical meaning

played

playplaying

plays

Two useful pre-processing steps

Stop word removal

Kick out the words e.g.
"a", 

"able", 
"about", 

"according", 
"the", …



Representing document with 
bag-of-words

… ignores the ordering of the words.

A lady was picking through the frozen turkeys 
at the supermarket, but couldn’t find one big 
enough for her family. She asked a stock boy, 
“Do these turkeys get any bigger?” The stock 
boy replied, “No madam, they’re dead.”

x  →

ladi pick frozen turkei supermarket find big 
her famili she ask stock boi turkei big stock 
boi repli madam dead→
166 193   78   … … …   210   188   60→

Word Index

a 1

frozen 78

repli 210

...
...

...

...
...

...



Ready for the meat!

Now we have the representation scheme.

How do we do the classification?

What will you do? Any idea?



Multinomial Naïve Bayes classifier

 A probabilistic learning method;

 Based on Bayes’ theorem;

 State-of-the-art;

 Simple, in terms of implementation and use.

Great and simple idea 
with fancy name



Some basic probability 

Notation Example

P(A) P(someone studies in MD)

P(B) P(someone is smart)

P(A&B) P(someone studies in MD and she/he is smart)

P(A∪B) P(someone studies in MD or she/he is smart)

P(A|B) P(someone studies in MD given she/he is smart)

P(A&B) = P(B)P(A|B)

If A and B are independent, e.g., 
A: I wear yellow shoes today,
B: Today it rains,
then P(A&B) = P(B)P(A).



Bayes' theorem

The chance that a smart 
guy studies in MD

A: someone studies in MD

B: someone is smart

The chance someone 
studies in MD.

The chance 
someone is smart.

The chance that a 
guy in MD is smart.



Quiz - drug test

There is a drug test. It will correctly identify a drug user as 
testing positive 99% of the time, and will correctly identify 
a non-user as testing negative 99% of the time. Let's 
assume Deutsche Bank decides to test its employees for 
drug use, and it is known that 0.5% of the population 
actually use the drug. What is the probability that, given a 
positive drug test, an employee is actually a drug user?

~ 33%



x: the document (e.g. an email message)
y: the class (e.g. spam or not spam)

We want to know which class can lead to the highest

P(y|x) . 

By Bayes’ theorem
P(x|y)P(y)

P(x)
P(y|x)  = ∝ P(x|y)P(y)

The probability of the 
email’s class (spam/not 
spam) given its text. 

To choose a class
that maximize this.

With the bag-of-words representation
P(y) P(x|y) = P(y) P(x1|y) P(x2|y) ... P(xn|y)

To choose a class, we compare
P(spam) P(x|spam) and P(not spam) P(x|not spam) 

The probability of class 
y, e.g., the chance an 
email being spam.

The probability of word x2 found in class y, 
e.g., the chance of word “pharmacy” seen 
in a spam email.



Avoid numerical problems 

We talked about computing

P(y|x) ∝ P(x|y)P(y) = P(y) P(x1|y) P(x2|y) ... P(xn|y)

Can you sense the problem?

It goes very fast to ZERO.

Solution – use logarithm.

The formula becomes
logP(y) + logP(x1|y) + logP(x2|y) + ... + logP(xn|y)

The class y that maximizes        also maximizes        .

1

2

2 1

• log(ab)=log(a)+log(b)
• If a>b>0 then log(a)>log(b)



In summary 

Given a document containing n words x1, x2, …, xn, 
we choose the class y that maximize 

logP(y) + logP(x1|y) + logP(x2|y) + ... + logP(xn|y)

Weight, indicates how good an 
indicator x2 is for class y, e.g., 
logP(lottery|spam) is large, 
logP(weiwei|spam) is small.

Weight, indicates the 
relative frequency of class y, 
e.g., logP(spam) is smaller 
than logP(not spam)



Take-away message

Text classification finds the patterns in 
documents, reduces the human effort. 

How do we represent the text in the computer? 
bag-of-words

Any pre-processing? 
Stop word removal & stemming

Which classifier?
Naive Bayes. Key idea: Bayes’ theorem



That is all from my side 

Thank you all for being here!

程蔚蔚
www.chengweiwei.com
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